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Why International Oil Companies Choose to Enter into Joint Operating Agreement

Introduction

This essay brings forth the nature of Joint Operating Agreement’s (JOA) and its key features. The key features of JOA answer the question so as to why do powerful players as international oil companies choose to enter into such agreements. JOA’s are used in capital intensive resource industries by those companies who want to restrict their exposure, particularly in limiting cost or liability. Investmental forethought necessitates a mix of participants who contributes towards financing, intelligence, access to market and access to project itself.

The usual form of association establishing the framework within which exploration for, and exploitation of, resources takes place is the JOA which is often considered to be a form of joint venture. The JOA can be considered the joint venture par excellence as its structure is found in most contractual joint ventures.1

Joint ownership of an oil and gas interest can be created through several factual scenarios.2 The most common is when owners of respective oil and gas leases pool their interests3 to meet a standard spacing unit that is legislatively prescribed.4 Furthermore, another common reason for joint ownership is the economic risk of an unprofitable well.5 Mineral depletion has required investors to drill deeper than ever before to obtain production.6 This type of drilling operation is an expensive undertaking.7 As a result of these costs even the largest companies will seek a joint investor to share the risk and cost of
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drilling. These risks are often leveraged by sharing them through joint development agreements, the most common being the JOA. When investors or operators are considering entering into a JOA there are numerous issues to be considered. A well designed JOA will clearly define each of these issues and will cater to the individual needs of the parties. Examples of issues that need to be addressed include: who will act as the operator, what acreage will be covered by the agreement, the distribution of production profits, and how the costs of exploration will be divided among the parties. Failure to properly address any of these important issues could mire the parties of the JOA in expensive and lengthy litigation. One oil and gas author has cautioned drafters by stating that the cost of correctly drafting “a thousand different agreements may be nominal in comparison to the cost to their client of a major deficiency” leading to litigation.

JOAs are commonly created on a standardized form that the parties modify. The American Association of Petroleum Landmen (A.A.P.L.) first developed a model form operating agreement in 1956. This standardized form was created in an attempt to give basic guidance to the attorneys that are involved in negotiation of the development agreements between operators and non-operators. Generally, the operator will be responsible for the day-to-day production duties and the non-operator will only share in the costs and profits from the production. The operator traditionally is a sophisticated party with extensive experience in the oil and gas industry. Therefore, the JOA will generally grant the operator broad rights in production decisions. Typically, operators have a large financial investment in the development and production process. Thus, they will commonly make decisions that will benefit both parties. It is when the interests of the operator and the non-operator diverge that the issue of duty arises between the parties.

1. Scope of the JOA

JOA typically involves two or more legal persons combining property and expertise to carry out a single business enterprise in which they have a joint proprietary interest a joint right to control and share profits and losses. Conceptually, a JOA comprises the “constitution”
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which governs the joint venture, akin to partnership or to the “Memorandum and Article of Association” of a company. JOA’s is typically specific that among the parties the relationship is one of tenants in common and not one of partnership. JOA is a specified project hence it is clearly defined and limited in scope. A JOA is often preceded by a joint binding agreement or an area of mutual interest agreement (AMI) such agreement seeks to facilitate co-operation between oil companies and prevents them from undertaking activities with others. The area of mutual interest is often incorporated as a term of JOA. Moreover, the limited scope of a JOA is vital in setting limits to the co-ventures’ potential fiduciary duties.

2. The parties to a JOA

JOA can only fully exist when there is a degree of surrendering of control. For that reason the choice of co-ventures’ is very vital. The free choice of a partner is important because it involves the trust and confidence of other parties; this is called delectus personae. This free choice of associates in JOA is very significant as it involves a longterm relationship and enormous amount of financial contributions by each member. Pertinently, JOA’s places restrictions on the sale of interests in the venture to outsiders. This type of delectus personae forms the basis of mutual trust which in turn gives rise to the collaborative fiduciary relationship and corresponding fiduciary responsibilities on the co-venture. Furthermore, this kind of participation in management of the venture brings to light the abilities and performance of each co-venturer. Moreover, under JOA it is the percentage of interests which determines each party’s entitlements to ownership and benefits, liability to cost, expenses and risks.

3. Property Interest

Common ownership of assets is a feature of joint venture, it amplifies the sharing of risk, makes the relationship more intimate. In an incorporated joint venture, corporation is owned by the co-ventures’ and they own the assets indirectly whereas in a contractual joint venture the assets are owned as tenants in common. A co-venturer has different proportional interest in the assets and they arrange separate funding of its interest in the JOA, and also
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give security to its lender over its interest in the assets.\textsuperscript{32} Pursuant to JOA, co-venturers’ have interest in the mutual undertakings which form choose in action.\textsuperscript{33} Under jurisdictions where co-venturers’ agree not to partition their interest strengthens the ties between the co-venturers’ and the \emph{delectus personae}.\textsuperscript{34} A joint venture entails common ownership where in the parties contribute to the venture both in terms of services and finances which are used for production purposes, which creates mutual reliance and keeps the contribution forthcoming.\textsuperscript{35}

4. The Operator

The Operator is in regard to other joint ventures than joint operating agreements often known as the manager. In a JOA, the parties will appoint an Operator to act on the behalf of the joint venture. Efficiency demands that one person conducts the operations rather than each exercise its separate rights.\textsuperscript{36} The Operator plays a key role in taking the work forward by proposing budgets and plans and running meetings. \emph{Also it acts} as the agent of the parties in relation to third parties, including government liaison with the consent of the other parties.\textsuperscript{37} As a party to the JOA, the Operator has the liabilities as the other parties; i.e. its percentage interest share of joint obligations.\textsuperscript{38}

5. The Operating Committee

The committee exercises over all control of, the joint operations in four stages: exploration, appraisal, development and production.\textsuperscript{39} It is composed of co-venturers or their representatives.\textsuperscript{40} Decisions are usually made on the bases of majority votes, the percentage is specified in the JOA.\textsuperscript{41} A co-venturers voting right is in proportion to its interest. The Authorization for Expenditure (AFE) is granted by the committee. The collaborative fiduciary relationship levy’s fiduciary constrains on co-venturers in voting, thus where such constrains apply co-venturers are to act honestly and in best interest of the venture. The courts determine this requirement by taking into consideration the motivations of the co-venturers’.\textsuperscript{42}
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6. Fiduciary Duties

When the operator in trust for the parties makes profit for the parties or performs a job, the operator shall be subject to fiduciary obligation.\(^43\) It is pertinent to note that a fiduciary relationship affects the relationship of that other person in a legal or practical sense.\(^44\) Consequently under the JOA the operator has the following obligations: \(^45\) to disclose any personal interest that he may have in the property, account for the money invested, to exercise the account procedure in accordance with the principles of JOA, to protect and maintain the property without misuse and finally not to misuse the information imparted.

7. Default Clause

In a JOA a project is funded by the operator making calls upon the co-venturers to advance their respective shares of the expenditure in accordance with the terms of their agreements.\(^46\) Where a party fails to meet a call and causes a default, JOA provides that non-defaulting parties take up the short fall pro rata.\(^47\) Various sanctions can be applied on the defaulter including loss of voting rights or of product rights and ultimate abetment or more drastically, forfeiture of its interest.\(^48\)

8. Sole Risk and Non-Consent provisions

Joint ventures are seldom an association of equals.\(^49\) Therefore leaves enough room for diverging opinions. In order to avoid such conflicts “Sole Risk” and “Non-Consent” clauses are included in the JOA. A participant who has voted for a program but has been overruled by the majority and still wishes to proceed with the program represents the classic “Sole Risk” situation. The second situation where a dissenting participant does not wish to participate in the majority approved program—is generally referred to as “Non-Consent”. The function of these clauses is to allow those co-venturers’ who wish to proceed with certain work to do so without dissenters. Effectively, a sole risk project redefines the scope of the venture. The wells developed under this clause fall into the ambit of a sub-venture, the venture consist of those who join in it. So, also a non-consent operation can be treated as a sub-venture of a larger kind. The sole risk parties share the risk, costs and rewards of the operation between themselves in proportion to their interest in the sole risk venture. On occasions when such a venture is successful others can join upon paying a substantial premium, whereas under a non-consent venture late participation is possible with or without the payment of premium, depending on the provisions of the JOA.
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\(^{48}\) Mosaic Oil NL v. Angari Pty Ltd. (No. 2) (1990) 20 NSWLR 280 (NSW SC).
Conclusion

Joint venture embodies an agreement between the parties for an enterprise created for a single project, involving a sharing of project risk. Together with the participation in the management and control of the venture, the co-venturers’ contribution creates a common interest in the success of the project. The JOA is widely used as a legal structure for natural resource exploration and development. There is co-ownership of property of the venture and input in its management. The fact that the venture is limited to a defined geographic area as it sets the boundaries of relationship between the co-venturers’. The JOA’s main difference from the joint venture is the possibility of sub-ventures being formed through the sole risk and non-consent operations. JOA’s are the contractual nexus balancing exploration and production expectation interests against conflict with a particular regulatory regime. JOA is a flexible document that can be moulded to meet expectations and desires of parties. It encourages exploration and development, while neither forcing a party to participate inexpensive risk venture non-prohibiting a party from prospering and conducting ventures when the requisite operating committee pass mark vote is not attained. JOA offers the oil and gas industry a flexible, well written document to govern international oil and gas operations.